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General Op Area:
launch, study, recovery

Offshore Wash Coast

Vehicle
Information

Nav2 “AURA”.

Brief Mission
Description

A feasibility study using a
Navocean ASV to measure
detection ranges, ping quality,
and the ability to identify
individual acoustic tags which
will be used for crab tracking in
open-ocean conditions such as
Bristol Bay, AK.

Sensors,
Integration
Support

Sonotronics Acoustic
Hydrophone and Processor
hardware integration.

Sonotronics ping data (e.g.
time, location, frequency, time
interval, ID).

Special Piloting
Requirements

Data Requested,
Deliverables

Westport, WA.

Sonotronics CHP-87-S pingers
(coded and non-coded).
Sonotronics processor software
integrated to Navocean data
logging and sat- comms
reporting.
Nav2 vehicle to be operated by
Navocean.

All detected pings logged to
onboard memory. Last ping
sent via sat-comm.
Special Operational
Considerations/
Concerns

Navocean will deploy the
pingers as well as deploy, pilot
and recover ASV. Aim is to
utilize a rough weather window
to simulate weather and
acoustic conditions in Bristol
Bay in summer: 6-10ft ocean
swells and 15-25kt winds.

Mission Overview

OBJECTIVES AND DESIRED DATA


In anticipation of desired (rough) conditions, deploy a Nav2 vehicle equipped with Sonotronics
hydrophone receiver out of Westport and run a search pattern over the pinger field.



Evaluate ping data results



Modify/revisit areas as required.

Recover vehicle after 2-3 days.
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STUDY DESIGN
Using 6 Sonotronics CHP-87s pingers:
a)

Test 2 densities at shallow depths.
 High density*: Tie 3 pingers together at 20m (or “other” shallow depth).
 Low density*: Place 3 pingers within 2-5 m of each other at 20m (or “other” shallow depth).
b) Test 2 densities at deep depths.
 High density: Tie 3 pingers together at 75m (or “other” deep depth).
 Low density: Place 3 pingers within 2-5 m of each other at 75m (or “other” deep depth).
c) Test 2 densities at the same time.
 Tie 3 pingers together AND place 3 pingers within 2 m of each other at 75m (or “other” deep
depth).
Test EACH scenario by approaching the pingers straight on and paralleling at specific distances.
* NOTE: In figures 1-4 below, the HIGH DENSITY pingers are referred to as “Grouped” and the LOW DENSITY are referred to as “Linear”.

STUDY RESULTS
SUMMARY OF WORK COMPLETED:
1) New Sonotronics hydrophone and transducer integrated to a Nav2 vehicle and real-time Iridium
satellite communications.
2) Testing of coded pingers vs constant pingers with the new receiver system, both on land and in Puget
Sound. Verified full-system functionality and improved range with coded pingers.
3) Successfully deployed and retrieved a Nav2 in the Pacific Ocean, from a typical commercial crab boat.
4) Detected consistent Sonotronics pings in the ocean, in depths and conditions similar to Bristol Bay in
the summer months. [FIG 4]
5) Sent incoming ping data over satellite communications in near-real-time with 100% reliability. [FIG 4]
6) Pinger configuration testing:
a) “shallow-water” (partially): more than 150 pings recorded.
b) “deep-water” (fully): a complete set of transects was obtained
c) (incomplete): due to time (Note: Our overall testing with the coded and constant pingers
gives us high confidence in the coded pingers being distinguished regardless of grouping.)
7) Validated that a Nav2 can successfully follow all Satellite-commanded instructions in swells ranging
from 6-10 feet and winds to 20+ knots, while simultaneously recording pings and transmitting that
data back over Iridium.
8) Analysis of pings and related data (see below):

Narrative Description:
The Westport field test was conducted in October, which is generally a good month for rough weather
generated from low pressure systems coming from the Pacific. Time and location were chosen to simulate
potentially similar conditions in Bristol Bay, AK.
October is also the in-between season for the crab fishery in WA, which has a summer and winter crabbing
season, the next winter season starts around January 1st. As such, we chartered a 58’off-duty Crabber, the Malaga,
as our vessel to deploy and recover the Navocean ASV “AURA”. The Malaga crew professionally fish the Dungeness
crab seasons at Westport and have fished King Crab in Bristol Bay in recent years past. The Malaga proved to be a
good simulation of what it would be like to launch and retrieve a Nav2 from a typical Bering Sea crab boat [PHOTO
1].
We constructed the “HIGH DENSITY” and “LOW DENSITY” pinger anchor chains as described in the Study
Design (above). [PHOTO 2, 3]. We chartered Malaga on Oct 27th and deployed the two pinger lines at the “shallow
water” location. The pinger anchors were set about 2.5 miles offshore at approximately 20m depth, 1 mile apart,
and about 1 mile south of the jetty entrance to Grays Harbor and Westport, WA. The long jetty sticks out west 2
miles or more underwater, affecting currents in the area and creating a strong surf break. After considering local
advice, we were expecting a consistent south-setting current south of the jetty.
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We configured the Sonotronics hydrophone receiver to hang ~6’ below the bottom of AURA’s keel, out of
range of any ASV-generated noises. We chartered Malaga again on Oct 28th to deploy AURA. The current did prove
to be south-setting at the time of launch. We launched the ASV by hand from the Malaga successfully and then
returned to Westport [PHOTO 4].
Switching to land-based real-time satellite communication over Iridium, we noticed from AURA’s updates that
the wind had died to 2-3 knots and ASV speed over ground was slow. We were recording consistent pings from
each of the LOW DENSITY pingers (the Northern anchor line), about 1000’ away. After recording over 100 pings
from the LOW DENSITY pinger line, we realized that the tide change had reversed the current, which was now
running North towards the jetty at a solid 1.5-2 kts. Combined with the very mild wind from the South, AURA had
begun losing ground over her desired track and was not able to make progress towards her waypoint to the South
(which covered the HIGH DENSITY pinger line) [FIG 1].
Realizing we were fighting a losing battle against a strong North-setting current and no wind, and fearful of the
large surf break to the North, we decided to discontinue the shallow-water tests. We commanded AURA to clear
the area and head offshore on a beam reach for further testing in the local conditions. Throughout the night we
continued to test AURA’s Comms and Nav systems off shore. We then instructed AURA to head south to meet us
the next day for the deep-water tests [FIG 2].
We extended the mission a day and chartered the Malaga again on Oct 29th to move the pinger lines to the
deep-water location, due East of Westport, about 8 miles offshore. The two pinger lines (“HIGH DENSITY” and
“LOW DENSITY”) were set and placed about 1 mile apart North-South. The weather report predicted winds to
reach up to 35 knots over the night.
We instructed AURA to visit each pinger location first, then begin a series of transects away from the pingers.
Three tangential transect lines were instructed with increasing distance: 1/8 mile, 1/4 mile, and 1/2 mile, with
each waypoint 1/2 mile north or south of the pinger chain. This configuration allowed us to thoroughly test all
distances between 0 – 1 ½ miles from the pinger chains repeatedly. AURA sailed this pattern through the night of
Oct 29th and morning of Oct 30th repeating the full course twice [FIG 3]. Peak true winds recorded by the ASV
reached 20.7 kts.
We chartered the Malaga a final time on Oct 30th to retrieve the anchor lines, and we used one of the
Malaga’s crab-pot poles and a hydraulic lift to bring AURA onboard and into her cart [PHOTO 5]. This went
smoothly and marked the end of our available field time.

NOTE ABOUT PING DETECTION COVERAGE FOR PLANNING PURPOSES:
During the test at the “deep water” location, the Nav2 averaged ~2.0 knots, while traveling a back and forth
set of transect lines. Winds varied from 3 to 20.6 Knots during this time. Average speed through the water of 2
knots is typical for a Nav2 vehicle.
Pinger detection appears strong to ¼ mile and tapering off but still effective to greater than 1/3 mile. For
practical purposes, using the ¼ mile range out from the Nav2, this creates a swath of detection ½ mile wide. With
vehicle speed over ground averaging 2 knots, the expected average rate of coverage is 1 square mile per hour or
24 square miles per day.
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11/08/2017
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FIGURE 1: Objective “A” (20 m Depth)
In this test, the southern anchor line marked “P1 [GROUPED]” has the HIGH DENSITY pingers while “P2 [LINEAR]”
has the LOW DENSITY pingers. Green arrows indicate AURA’s position and heading as updated via Iridium every 5
minutes. Each red square is a positively-ID’d coded ping.

RESULTS
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FIGURE 2: Heading Offshore
We instructed AURA to leave area “A” due to strong currents pushing towards a potentially dangerous surf break.
After further testing in local conditions offshore, We sent her South a few miles towards our chosen location for
testing Objective “B” in ~75 fathoms of water. AURA followed each Iridium sent command flawlessly throughout
the trial.
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FIGURE 3: Objective “B” (75 m Depth)
For this test, the HIGH DENSITY anchor line, “P1” [GROUPED], was placed about 1 mile north of the LOW DENSITY
anchor line, “P2” [LINEAR]. Green arrows indicate AURA’s position and heading as updated via Iridium every 5
minutes. Each red square is a positively-ID’d coded ping.
This course was designed to test transects at increasing distances from the pingers while also considering the
effects of boat speed and sea states. AURA sailed all waypoints successfully in variable currents and winds,
requiring tacking upwind for some transects (which accounts for the crosswise tracks in places).
She sailed the full transect pattern twice (over 30 miles) before being picked up the next day.
AURA recorded ~300 pings during this test at distances up to 2000 ft.
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RESULTS
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FIGURE 4: Summary of Recorded Pings

The following table indicates the number of times each unique Sonotronics pinger was detected and decoded.
There does not appear to be any notable difference between the detection rate of the LOW DENSITY “LINEAR”
pingers vs. the “HIGH DENSITY” GROUPED pingers. As reported, the vehicle did not approach the shallow-water
GROUPED pingers.

PING TOTALS
#3393

LINEAR Pingers
#3394
#3398

#3395

GROUPED Pingers
#3396
#3397

Shallow Water

27

45

42

N/A

N/A

N/A

Deep Water

60

74

52

38

44

28

Sample of ping data sent in near-real-time over Iridium:
TimeMS

ID

UID

FreqKHz Date

63785562

32

3398

75

103017 103420

TimePST

63805616

33

3394

75

103017 103439

63875770

35

3393

75

103017 103550
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PHOTOS

PHOTO 1: Onboard the Malaga
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PHOTO 2: “GROUPED” pingers on anchor line
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PHOTO 3: “LINEAR” pingers: 2 m and 5 m apart. When deployed, the ball weight lands on the bottom first and
stretches the line out from the mushroom anchor.
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PHOTO 4: Hand-launch from the Malaga
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PHOTO 5: Using the hydraulic lift to retrieve a Nav2
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